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INTRODUCTION 

The temperature and density of nuclear matter are among the main parameters 

of equation of state determining the phase transition mechanism. To obtain the 

temperature of secondary hadrons in the experiment one usually estimates the value 

of the inclusive spectrum slope. Generally, different criteria to select samples of 

secondaries for analysis have been used. So, in paper [1] the particles emitted at 90° in 

the center -of- mass system (CMS) of Ne + NaF interactions at 2.1 GeV/nucleon were 

investigated and the value of negative pion temperature E„ = 102 MeV was obtained; 

later at the same experimental conditions for Ar + KC1 at 1.8 GeV/nucleon [2] the 

apparent temperature of 58 MeV was determined for 95% of the pion total yield and 

110 MeV for the remaining 5%. On the other hand the kinematically forbidden region 

was studied in paper [3] and the temperature of 50 MeV has been obtained [4] for 

negative pions produced at 180° in the collisions of deutrons with different nuclei at 

3.36 GeV/nucleon. As it could be expected such kind of restrictions allows to obtain 

actual information about the initial stage of the multiparticle production process (the 

extremely compressed matter) and to separate different mechanism contributions. In 

addition, the transverse motion in nuclear collisions is an effective probe [5] to test 

the validity of theoretical models. The analysis must be performed for different kinds 

of secondaries and selection criteria used at the equal experimental conditions. 

The detailed analysis of <he transverse negative pion spectra and determination 

of pion temperatures is the main goal of the work. We have investigated the depen

dence of temperature on w~ mesons rapidity and on "centrality" of the interactions. 

We have used the approximation of the transverse momentum invariant spectra 

of secondaries obtained in the statistical bootstrap model in papers [6,7] in order to 

obtain the temperature values : 

i d(dN/dy) r 2 — - ; ^ K 

2irp x dp± V ^ 
У Р 1 + ' 

(1) 

where Г is the temperature, m = mr for pions and Ki- modified Bessel functions 

(Macdonald functions). One can also determine the temperature based on the average 

value of transverse momentum of secondary hadrons as it was done in paper [6] . 
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SOME FEATURES OF THE QUARK-GLUON STRING MODEL 

In previous papers [8] a good agreement of the Dubna cascade model calculations 

(DCM) [9] with experimental data on inclusive characteristics and correlations of 

secondaries was shown. In this work we have used the next generation of DCM - the 

quark-gluon string model (QGSM) [10]. 

In papers [10,11] the model is presented in details. To describe the evolution 

of the hadron and quark-gluon phases a coupled system of Boltzmann-like kinetic 

equations has been used in the model. The nuclear collision is treated as a mixture 

of independent interactions of the projectile and target nucleons, stable hadrons and 

short-living resonances. A resonant ir + N —» Д reactions and pious absorbtion by 

NN- quasi-deuteron pairs as well as ir + ir —> p reactions are taken into account. 

The formation time of hadrons is also included in the model. The quark-gluon string 

model [10] has been extrapolated to the range of intermediate energy (y/s < 4 GeV ) 

to use it as a basic process during the generation of hadron-hadron collisions. 

The included processes are illustrated 

in Fig.l for the case of NN interactions. Si

milar processes are accessible also for irN 

collisions as well as the additional reaction 

(If) corresponding to planar quark diagram. 

A binary process (la) gives the main contri

bution which is proportional to l/риь- It 3 

J 
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b> 
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Fig.l Topological quark diagrams for 

main processes accounted in the model at 

л/s < 4 GeV: a - binary, b • "undeveloped" 

cylindrical, с - and d • diffractive, e - cylin

drical, f • planar. Solid lines mark quarks 

and the wave ones show strings. 

corresponds to quark rearrangement without direct particle emission in the string 

decay. This reaction predominantly results in production of resonances (for instance, 

p + p —> n + Д++) which are the main source of pions.The angular dependence for re

action (la) can be parameterized as dajdt = exp(—bt), where b(s) — 2.5 + 0.71n(a/2) 



and t is the four-momentum transfer. The comparable contributions to inelastic cross 

section decreasing with г»|„ь growing come from diagrams corresponding to the "un

developed" cylindrical diagrams (lb) and from the diffractive (lc,d) processes. The 

pion transverse momenta produced in quark-gluon string fragmentation processes in 

the mentioned reactions are the product of two factors. These factors are: a string 

motion in the whole as a result of transverse motion of constituent quarks and qq 

production in string breakup. Transverse motion of quarks inside hadrons was de

scribed by Gaussian distribution with variance <r2 = 0.3(GeV/c) 2 The transverse 

momenta кт of produced qq pairs in CMS of the string follows the next dependence: 

W(kT) = 3b/v(l + bk%.)*. 
The cross sections of hadron interactions were taken from the experiments. Iso-

topic invariance and predictions of additive quark model [12] (for the meson-meson 

cross sections etc.) were used to avoid the data deficiency. The resonance interaction 

cross sections were taken equal to the interaction cross sections of the stable particle 

with the same quark content. Also a real width of resonances was used. 

This model was simplified in some aspects to increase the rate of nucleus-nucleus 

generation. In particular, coupling of nucleons inside the nucleus was neglected, the 

decay of the excited recoiled nuclear fragments and coalescence of nucleons were not 

involved either. So, 15.000 for each of (d,a,C)+C, 6.000 dTa and 3.000 CTa inelastic 

interactions were generated using QGSM. Comparison with the model allows one to 

distinguish the kinematically caused effects and permits to interpret the results more 

definitely. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In the paper we study the transverse momentum invariant spectra of jr~ mesons, 

produced in the inelastic dC, U C , CC, dTa, oTa and CTa interactions at 4.2 GeV/c 

per nucleon. The experimental data have been obtained using a 2-m propane bubble 

chamber exposed to beams of nuclei at the Dubna synchrophasotron. Three 1 mm 

thick tantalum plates were mounted inside the chamber. General characteristics of 

the interactions and specific methods of data processing were published earlier in 

papers [8] . Practically all the secondaries emitted in 4ir total solid angle have been 

detected in the chamber. The average minimal momentum for pion registration was 
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about 70 MeV/c. The statistics of the experimental samples is presented in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. Statistics of inelastic nuclear interactions. 

Projectile nuclei d a С 
Number of events (C-target) 

(Ta-target) 
6684 
1475 

4849 
1149 

6806 
1989 

Collisions of Light Ions with Carbon Nuclei 

The transverse momentum invariant spectrum of negative pions produced in the 

inelastic CC interactions is shown in Fig.2. The usage of approximation (1) gives 

the values of parameter Tj = (68 ± 4) MeV for 60% of the total pion yield and 

T2 = (131 ± 9) MeV for the remaining 40%. 

When we obtained p_i_ spectra at dif

ferent rapidity intervals for the carbon 

target only one slope was observed. 

SIS' 0 " 

0.5 
Pi (Gev/c) 

Fig.2 The invariant spectrum of 

negative. pion» transverse momentum in 

the inelastic CC interactions. The his

tograms show results of the model (the 

dashed one includes the account of mo

mentum resolution). Lines on the fig

ure reproduce the spectra of different pion 

sources in QGSM. 

Fig.3 shows the dependence of negative pion temperature on the value of pion ra

pidity j/„ = 0.5 • ln(E + Pf/E — Pn). Experimental points are presented for inelastic 

dC, oC and CC collisions. The lines reproduce the model calculations for dC and 

CC interactions. The rapidity interval ranging was made due to the statistical con

siderations. It is seen from Fig.3 that the dependence has a wide i._aximum at the 

range of rapidity corresponding to CMS of nucleon-nucleon interaction (y = 1.1). 

Temperatures for different projectile nuclei are sufficiently close at the same rapidity 

intervale. It means that there is no pronounced A-dependence of T parameter. In 

the fragmentation region of colliding nuclei the magnitude of T is about 60 MeV and 



- I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r— 
dC oC CC 
x • • experiment 
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it increases to 110 MeV in the central region. QGSM reproduces data quite satisfac

torily in the fragmentation region but in the central region the experimental values 

of temperature exceed those of the model for about (10-15)%. 

i so i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i Thus, the observations qualitatively 

agree with the ideas based on the creation 

120(- Ч of a "hot" pion source whose highest de

gree of compression (in central region) re

sults in high values of temperature. 

Fig.3 Negative pion temperature de

pendence on the pion rapidity in dC, aC 

and CC inelastic collisions. The lines re-

2 9 produce the model calculations. -0.7 0.2 1.1 
Y„-

T h e information about the origin of secondary part icles generated in QGSM 

can help one to unders tand the observed dependence. As we have ment ioned above, 

the dominan t sources of pions in QGSM at our energies are decays of Д and o ther 

resonances (p,w, n ,n ) as well as "d i rec t" reactions. We have marked as "d i rec t" a 

sample of pions not produced in the resonance decays. For a nucleon-nucleon reaction 

at 4.2 G e V / c the relative pion intensi t ies (contr ibut ions to tiie ir~ mult ipl ici ty) in 

Q G S M are: 

1д- : !<;:> : 1д° -

0.35 : 0.43 : 0.12 : 

Ip. 

0.03 
r„ " (2) 

0.02 : 0.01 

I„- : I u : 

0.02 : 0.02 : 

Л solid h is togram in Fig.2 represents QGSM calculations for the invariant t rans

verse m o m e n t u m spec t rum of negative pions produced in the inelastic CC interac

tions. T h e dashed one shows the result of correction of the pion m o m e n t u m values 

due to experimental uncertaint ies Ap/p = (5 - 10)%. T h e account of exper imental 

resolution improves the agreement with the da ta for small values of px and is negli

gible for high values of t ransverse m o m e n t u m . In paper [13] two different approaches 

wore applied to the analysis of the pion transverse spe<tra from ullrarr-lativistic col

lisions of ions. Decays of resoi HUCIS were a'so treated as the main source of pions. 

l iolh: the rl . ' u.ical o<|ii:!i!>n.4:, .;in |e[ v . J the statist!: '*! strir.g f ingmeuiat ion model 



of the initial hadronic abundances describe quite well the data only for px > 0.2 

GeV/c but not for small pj.. 

The lines in Fig.2 reproduce smoothing spectra of the mentioned sources in the 

QGSM for CC inelastic collisions. We obtain in the model the following relative 

intensities of the sources : 

0.43 0.26 

1 Д 0 

0.17 : 0.06 
v-
0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 

(3) 

Within ~ (10-20)% the ratio (3) remains constant for different pion rapidities. The 

influence of secondary processes going from NN reactions (2) to CC interactions 

results in changing a relative contribution of direct reactions. The ratio of the pion 

yields is 1 д г : Idir = 1.1 : 1 for NN reactions (2) and 2.3 : 1 for CC interactions. For 

tantalum target this ratio is growing up to 3.1 : 1. The calculations shown in Fig.2 

demonstrate also different slopes of the spectra. Using approximation (1) we have 

obtained the values of negative pion temperature for each source presented in Table 

2. The magnitude of T changes in the range from 50 till 110 MeV similar to those 

in the experiment for different pion rapidity (see Fig.3). 

TABLE 2. Pion temperature from different sources in QGSM.* 

( CC inelastic collisions ) 

Source д - dirqct 
reactions 

Д° P ,P°>"> V,l' 

Temperature(MeV) 68 110 73 106 50 

Fig.4 shows rapidity dependence of pion temperatures obtained in the model for 

two dominant sources —Д - decays and direct reactions. The pion temperature in 

delta decays is systematically smaller than those in the direct reactions, probably, due 

to different phase space available for delta decays and direct reactions. In general, the 

temperature behaviour obtained in the model for different sources replicates those 

observed in the experiment. 

'Typical errors of the parameter T obtained in the model have not exceed a few MeV 

and were not mentioned in the text. 
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Fig.4 Temperature dependence on 

rapidity of negative pion» from A~ de

cays and direct reactions m CC inelastic 

collisions (QGSM calculations). 

Fig.5 presents relative contributions 

of the sources (normalized to unit) to dif

ferent intervals of transverse momenta 

obtained in QGSM for CC inelastic inter

actions. For high values of px the relative 

contribution of delta decays decreases. 

At the same time the influence of direct 

Fig.5 Dependence of the relative 

contributions from different sources to 

pion multiplicity in QGSM on the value 

of pion transverse momentum for CC in

elastic collisions. Polynomial approzima-

tions were used for the spectra smoothing. 

production mechanism becomes significant while px growing. 

Analyzing in detail the characteristics of different pion sources in QGSM, we 
have obtained the pion temperatures for two groups of pions emitted in the direct 
reactions: 

- for pions produced in primary and secondary NN collisions (e.g. NN —> NNir ); 

- for ir~ mesons emitted in the interactions of secondary pions and resonances 
(e.g. pN - t Nir ) . 

The yields of pions in these groups of reactions are related as 1.4:1.0. The pion 

temperatures for the two samples arc T = 107 MeV and T = 119 MeV, respectively. 

About 10% of directly emitted pious were later scattered plastically. This results in 

temperature increasing to 140 MeV and 153 MeV, respectively. 

Л similar tempciature dope.mimic lias been also obseived for pions emitted 

in the dec ins of delta resonances. So, approximately 207c of pions from A" were 
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scattered elastically. The temperature value for this sample of pions is T = 84 MeV 

and for non-interacting pions T = 69 MeV. 

A satisfactory agreement of the quark-gluon string model calculations for pion 

temperatures proves the assumption that the values of temperature observed in the 

experiment reproduce a complex superposition of different source slopes. 

Interactions with Tantalum Nuclei 

Transverse momentum invariant spectrum of negative pions produced in the 

inelastic CTa interactions is presented in Fig.6. Generally, the model reproduces 

the inclusive spectrum observed in the experiment. The varieties of pion momenta 

according to the experimental resolution do not change significantly the px spectrum 

calculated in the model. There is some excess of high px pions in the experiment 

similar to light nuclei collisions. The usage of approximation (1) gives the values of 

parameter T\ = (49 ± 2) MeV for 49% of the total pion yield and T2 = (113 ± 5) 

MeV for the remaining 51%. 

The total transverse momentum spectra for CTa inelastic collisions and those 

spectra in different rapidity intervals show a bend at px = 0.5 GeV/c. 

This important feature of spectra 

distinguishes CTa interactions from col

lisions cf light nuclei and displays the ap

pearance of one more slope of spectra cor

responding to the high value of tempera

ture. No satisfactory approximation 

Fig.6 The invariant spectrum of 

negative pion transverse momentum in 

-. -.. — CTa inelastic interactions. Notation is 
0.0 0.5 I 0 

Pi (GeV/c) the same as in Fig.2. 
was found using only one T parameter. A good agreement with the experimental 

data was obtained for two parameters T\ and Тг. Usually one interprets it as mani

festation of two sources of pions with different temperatures. In paper [14] a "two -

temperature" shape of transverse momentum invariant spectrum was explained due 

to different contributions of deltas produced at early and late stages of heavy ion 



reactions. In paper [15] this effect was qualitatively explained taking into account 

the finiteness of the number of particles in the statistical ensemble and the resonant 

absorbtion mechanisms. 

Fig.7 shows the behaviour of temperatures in the available region of rapidity 

for negative pions emitted in the inelastic dTa, ctTa and CTa collisions. The lines 

correspond to QGSM calculations. The model agrees with the data. Only one slope 

E *0 

- i — I — T — т — I — I — I — i — I — Г — i — г — I — г 

dTo a To 
• о А л - experiment 

- QGSM 

- i — i — i — i — i — r ~ 

CTa 
и — i — i — i — i — i — i -
• - experiment expei 

OGSh 

гт-Н 

Fig.7 Negative pion temperature dependences in the inelastic dTa, а Та and 

CTa interactions.Tke lines correspond to QGSM calculations. 

in spectra of 7Г- mesons from dTa and aTa interactions is seen both - in experiment 

and in the model. In the central rapidity region in dTa and aTa collisions the 

additional slope reveals but the contributions to corresponding invariant spectra are 

not remarkable. In CTa inelastic interactions two slopes are seen in the whole rapidity 

region. The value of temperature Ti remains almost constant ( = 4 0 MeV) for different 

rapidities and coincides with 7г parameter for dTa and а Та collisions in the central 

region. The behaviour of temperature of the additional "hot source" is similar to 

that observed in the light nuclei interactions. The temperature values for different 

projectile nuclei do not significantly distinguish from each other at the same rapidity 

intervals. 

The contribution ratio of the sources in QGSM for CTa inelastic collision is 

approximately the same as for CC interactions: 



1 д - : 1<Кг : 1д« : V : lf- : • 1ш '• 'ч : ' V 

0.45 : 0.20 : 0.17 : 0.08 : 0.07 : 0.01 : 0.01 : 0.01 

Ratio (4) is almost constant in different ranges of pion rapidity. Table 3 presents cor

responding values of temperature. They have not changed significantly in comparison 

with CC collisions. 

TABLE 3. Pion temperature from different sources in QGSM. 

( CTa inelastic collisions ) 

Source д - direct 
reactions 

Д° P ,Р0,Ь> v,v' 
28 

Temperature(MeV) 66 
128 

?4 95 57 

The same conclusion is also valid for 

relative contributions of the sources to px 

spectrum which is shown ii: Fig.8. The 

influence of the direct production mech

anism increases also with p_i_ while the 

relative contribution of delta decreasing. 

Fig.8 Dependence of Ike relative 

contributions to pion multiplicity from 

different sources in QGSM on the value 

of pion transverse momentum for CTa 
"'0.0 0.5 1.0 

pL (GeV/c) collisions. Notation is the same as in 

Fig.5. 

Fig.9 presents temperature dependence obtained in QGSM on rapidity for pious 

produced in the direct reactions and Д ~ decays. For every rapidity interval the 

shapes of the invariant spectra are considerably different. In comparison with the 

decay mechanism the spectra of the directly produced pions obviously show two 

slopes. And corresponding temperatures Ti and Ti remain almost constant within 
their error bars. 
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Fig.9 Temperature dependence on 

rapidity of negative pions from Д - de

cays and direct reactions in CTa inelastic 

collisions (QGSM calculations). 

The direct reactions were classified 

into two groups for CTa collisions in the 

same manner as for CC interactions. But 

in this case we observe quite another ratio 

of pion yields in the groups. The number 

of ir~ mesons emitted in the interactions 

of secondary pions and resonances with nucleons in QGSM is almost four times 

greater than that in primary and secondary NN reactions. For both groups of pions 

we have observed the "two-temperature" shape of transverse momentum spectra. 

The corresponding values 01 temperatures and relative contributions to the total pion 

yield are 7Л = 26 MeV (22%), T2 = 128 MeV (78%) for the first group of pions (from 

ЛГЛГ-reactions) and T, = 28 MeV (53%), T2 = 129 MeV (47%)- for the second one. 

So, the additional slope (Г 2 ) in direct reactions is mainly related to the interactions 

of secondary pions and resonances with nucleons. 

The temperature behaviour for pions producedin delta decays in the generated 

CTa collisions is similar to the generated CC interactions. In CTa inelastic collisions 

about one third of negative pions produced in Д° decay was scattered elastically. 

This results in temperature increasing from 61 MeV up to 68 MeV. The model allows 

one to reconstruct kinematical characteristics of the parent deltas using momenta of 

daughter pions and protons (neutrons). So, one can obtain the transverse momenta 

invariant spectrum of Д resonances and the corresponding value of delta tempera

ture: Тд- S 120 MeV, Basing on the results shown in Fig.9 we can also get pion 

temperature dependence on the mass of parent resonance. The results for jr~ mesons 

from Д - decays in QGSM presented in Fig.10 agree with the calculations of paper 

[16]. 

Thus, the main features of transverse momentum invariant spectra of negative 

pions produced in light relativistic nuclei collisions both with the carbon and tantalum 
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nuclei can be described in framework of the quark-gluon string model. 

Fig.10 Temperature dependence of 

negative pion from Д ~ decays on the 

mass of delta in QGSM for CTa inelastic 

interactions. Closed cycles are the result 

of calculations and the solid line is poly

nomial approximation. 

In comparison with the carbon nucleus 

the contribution of intranuclear rescat-

tering mechanism in the interactions of 

the projectile nuclei with the tantalum 

target becomes significant. It changes the shape of pj_-spectra and comes in particular 

to appearance of the additional slope in the transverse momentum spectra of the 

pions. It follows that the obtained "temperatures" characterize the slope values of 

the invariant spectra and that they reflect the observed dynamical features of the 

multiparticle production mechanism. 

Influence of Selection Criteria 

Non-trivial properties of nuclear matter can be observed as it is expected at 

extremely high densities which are accessible in heavy ion central collisions. In papers 

[17-19] it is shown that net charge of secondary particles Q is an effective probe of 

collision "centralily". In the experiment we have analyzed the transverse momentum 

invariant spectra of pions produced in the inelastic nuclear interactions with different 

values of Q and obtained the following results: in the (<1, a ) + (C ,Ta) only one slope 

is seen with T - (80-:- 90) MeV and in CTa collisions - two slopes with 7\ --- (60-:-70) 

MeV and 7' 2 •-- (120 ~ 150) MeV. No systematical dependence of t e m p e r a t u r e values 

on the impact pa rame ie r has been found. This confirms the conclusion of paper 

[20] about weak dependence of the momen tum, angular and rapidi ty d is t r ibut ions ot 

pions on the central i ly of light ion collisions. 

T h r invariant spect ra of pious emit ted at the angles 90° :fc 10" in cenler-of-mass 

system of CC a;id CTa inelastic collisions hdV2 herm also analysed. For the equal mass 

ОС i n t e r a c t i o n ihc ccnter-of - m.is.- /yi t^in 1э CMS of micbon - n u d e o n collisions. For 

_ i т 
CTa-QGSM 

» - 1 T 
aiU 
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unequal mass (asymmetrical) CTa interactions we have used CMS of participating 

protons. The results are presented in Table 4. The invariant spectra of pions in CTa 

collisions show only one slope. The obtained values of pion temperatures coincide 

TABLE 4. Temperatures of ^"-mesons, emitted at the angles 90° ± 10° in CMS of 

CC and CTa interactions. 

Interactions CC CTa 
Experiment 1 1 8 ± 3 102 ± 4 

QGSM 103 ± 2 82 ± 3 

with those observed and calculated in the central rapidity region. The experimental 

values of temperature exceed the temperatures in QGSM for about (15-7-20) MeV. 

The magnitudes of parameter T do not significantly depend on the selected angular 

restriction limits. The marked disagreement takes place due to the excess of high pj_ 

pions observed in the experiment. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The slope parameters of transverse momentum invariant spectra of negative 

pions produced in the inelastic (d,a,C)+(C,Ta) interactions at 4.2 GeV/c per nucleon 

have been analyzed and the values of corresponding temperatures heve been obtained. 

For the carbon target in the fragmentation region of colliding nuclei the temperature 

is close to 60 MeV and grows up in the central rapidity region till 110 MeV. In CTa 

collisions the "two-temperature" shape of the spectrum is observed; the contribution 

of the "hot source" increases in the central region and is weakly seen in dTa and aTa 

interactions. 

The obtained values of temperature for pions emitted at 90" ± 10° in CMS of CC 

and CTa interactions are close to those parameters observed in the central rapidity 

region of projectile nuclei interactions with the carbon target. 

The pion temperatures do not remarkably depend on the centrality of collisions. 

No significant dependence of temperature on the atomic weight of both, projectile 

and target nuclei has been found . 

The experimental results are compared in details with the calculations performed 

in framework of the quark-gluon string model. The model reproduces data quite 
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satisfactory, except the central rapidity region where some excess of high p± pions is 

observed. 

Comparisons with the model show that the pion temperatures in all investigated 

inelastic nuclear collisions are determined by superposition of partial contributions of 

different sources (decays of resonances, direct reactions). Both: the pion temperature 

rise in central rapidity region and the appearance of the additional slope in the 

transverse momentum pion spectra in CTa interactions are caused, especially, due to 

intranuclear rescattering mechanism of mesons and resonances with direct JT~ meson 

production. 

Perhaps, investigations devoted to the analysis of another hadron spectra and 

comparison of the results with calculations of "non-cascade" models would be fruitful. 
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Бацкович С. и др. £1-91-376 
Температуры отрицательных пионов во взаимодейстзиях 
легких ионов с ядрами углерода и тантала при 4,2 ГэВ/с 
на нуклон 

Изучены наклоны инвариантных спектров поперечных импульсов * -мезонов, 
испущенных в неупругих (d, а, С}+(С, Та) взаимодействиях при 4,2 ГэВ/с 
на нуклон. Получены величины температур отрицательных пионов в разных об
ластях быстрот. Для столкновений с ядром углерода при переходе из области 
фрагментации к центральной области быстрот температура пионов существенно 
увеличивается от 60 МэВ до 110 МэВ. В спектре поперечных импульсов тг-ме-
зонов, образованных в неупругих взаимодействиях ядер с тяжелой мишенью Та 
видно два наклона. Величина первой температуры {= 40 МэВ) остается прибли
зительно постоянной во всем интервале быстрот, а поведение второй - подоб
но набпюдаемому в столкновениях легких ядер {меняется от 70 МэВ до П О МэВ) 
Экспериментальные результаты сравниваются с расчетами, выполненными в рам
ках модели кварк-гпюонных струн. Показано влияние реэонансов и механизма 
внутриядерного перерассеяния на величины температур пионов в разных обла
стях быстрот. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ. 

Сообщение Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1991 

Backovic S. et al. El-91-376 
The Temperatures of Negative Plans in Light Ions 
Collisions with Carbon and Tantalum Njclei 
at 4.г-A GeV/c 

The slope of transverse momentum invariant spectra of the negative pions 
in the inelastic (d,u,C)+(C,Ta) collisions at 4.2-A GeV/c are studied.The 
temperatures of the negative pion are obtained in various rapidity inter
vals.In collisions with carbon going from fragmentation to the central ra 
pidity region the temperature increases from 60 MeV to 110 MeV."Two-tempe 
rature" shape of Pt spectra appears in interactions with the tantalum nuc 
leus.The value of the first temperature remains almost constant (=40 MeV) 
for difTerent rapidities.And behaviour of the second temperature is similar 
to that observed in the light nuclei interactions (varying from 70 Mel/ up 
to 110 MeV}. The experimental results are compared with calculations in the 
framework of the quark-gluon string model.The influence of resonances 
and intranuclear rescattering mechanism on values of temperatures is 
shown in different rapidity regions. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Enerqies, 
JINR. 

rommumrnrjon uf the Joint JnshltiU» for Nuclear Research Duhna 1991 
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